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Fish carcasses pile up along the Klamath's shore. Photo by David Hillemeier/Yurok Tribal Fisheries

A Killing in the Klamath
L
ast year, irrigators
in the
Klamath River basin protested
fiercely as the federal Bureau of
Reclamation diverted water away from
their fields tO protect fish. This year,
the Bureau redirected the water coward
Oregon farmers.
But that decision meant fish would
nor get the amount of water they needed, especially salmon and sreelhead.

Fish returning tO the river basin in
September tO spawn paid dearly for
this decision, dying by the tens of
thousands as water temperatures rose
well above deadly levels.
By the end of September, the
number of dead adult fall Chinook
salmon and steelhead approached
50,000, out of a run that in 2001 numbered nearly 200,000., This year's run

was expected to be even better - the
fifth-largest in the Klamath's recorded
history. The die-off is certain to reduce
future salmon runs in the Klamath,
causing potentially severe economic
stress tO fishing communities along the
California and Oregon coast for years to
come. The dead also included at least
l 00 coho salmon, a "threatened"
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We don't need an
old growth fight
By Steve F arrester
elatively few men or women in public life have the
courage to swim against the tide or speak candidly
in a public setting. In Great Britain's parliamentary
government, it is not uncommon to see a cabinet minister resign on a matter of principle. In America, that is an
exceedingly rare event.
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COMMENTARY
Jim Furnish's resignation from the U.S. Forest
Service was an eye-catcher. As deputy chief of the U.S.
Forest Service, Furnish was bypassed on important matters. This was doubly surprising, because Furnish is a
conservative Republican. Furnish was not alone. Chief
Dale Bosworth has now cleaned out the top aides of his
predecessor Mike Dombeck, who worked for President
Clinton.
On orders from the Bush administration, Bosworth is
preparing to revisit the past as the Forest Service is considering a reversal of the Northwest Forest Plan. We can
look forward co the renewal of a debate on old growth logging that most of us thought was well buried.
Politically, the Bush administration has launched a
questionable strategy because this debate will only buy
protest and grief for the Forest Service. Science shows
that Bush's gambit is unnecessary.
As with the rest of the Bush natural resource agenda,

the attempt to turn back the clock on the Northwest
Forest Plan and eliminate the roads policy of the Clinton
administration is a campaign pay-off. Northwest timber
supported Bush en masse.
While the Northwest timber industry emptied its
pockets for Bush, it is no longer a political powerhouse. It
has shrunk. High technology now outranks timber as
Oregon's largest employer.
Jim Furnish was my guide on a field trip into the
Siuslaw National Forest in coastal Lane County. This
trek was arranged by the Wilderness Society. My colleagues on the trip were from The Register-Guard of
Eugene and The Oregonian. We were joined by the eminent plant physiologist Samuel S.N. Chen of the Forest
Service's Forestry Science Laboratory in Corvallis.
Furnish is a trim 56-year-old and highly articulate.
His sentences paint a clear picture of silviculture concepts that are difficult to describe to a layman.
The national forests of the Pacific North-west have
made an enormous transition over the past two decades.
Among those forests, the Siuslaw is a renowned innovator. This happened while Furnish was its supervisor.
As we walked through dense foliage into the socalled Cataract tract, Furnish said, "This site epitomizes
forestry of the future. In 1992, when it was logged, it was
edgy." The Cataract tract that we visited has attracted
more than
visitors: Scientists, industrial foresters,
natural resource managers from abroad and environmentalists.
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review and limiting public participa ..
tion in planningand petmitting ,
processes. Environrnentalists warned
that the executive order will under,
mine environmental protections and
is, part of a larger campaign to
,
weaken NEPA It grants the
Department ofiransportation,an
agency that is not usually focused
on environmental protection, the
power to oversee environmental
revie.w of new roads, highways and·
other projects. Second, the order
calls for speeding up these reviews
despite the fact that the Federal
HighwayAdministration's own
assessment showed that project:
delays are due to lack of funding,
local opposition, or project complexity e- not environmental
reviews. Finally, the new task force
li'keiy will recommend further ways
to "streamline" NEPA.

ANWR and' Iraq,
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species in the Klamath,
Smaller fish kills caused by high
temperatures in the Klamath system
occurred throughout the 1990s. But
the kills usually occurred in the tributaries, nor in the main stem, according
to the National
Marine Fisheries
Service. A fish kill in June and July
2000 killed an up to 300,000 thousand
juvenile Chinook salmon and steelhead.
This spring, the Forest Service
and the California Department of Fish
and Game reporced that more than 300
salmon were stranded on the shore or
found dead. "\,Ve believe this is due tO
the reduced flows being administered
by the Bureau of Reclamation,"
Rep.
George
Miller
and
Rep.
Mike
Thompson, Democrats who represent
pares
of Northern
California
in
Congress; said in a statement.
The latest slaughter
could easily
have been prevented, had the Bureau
of Reclamation provided more flows in
the river, according to environmentalists.
They say the Bureau set the
Klamath on course for this disaster in
February 2002, when it announced a
new 10-year plan for allocating water in
the Klamath Basin. The plan gave
farmers got their full allotment of
water, while reducing
late summer
flows in the Klamath by 25 percent
from what they were in 2001.
On May 31, the National Marine
Fisheries Service on May predicted
that salmon in the Klamath River
during September would encounter
"marginal to lethal water quality conditions under Reclamation's
proposed
operation of the Project." NMFS said
water cemperacures would be "quite
high" and stressful to fish. "Further
investigation
... is needed," NMFS
said.
Yet NMFS found that the plan did
not violate the Endangered
Species
Act, so long as che Bureau performed a
number of studies.
The Bureau of Reclamation began
reducing flows in to the Klamath River
in July, after it realized chat the sum-

mer would be unusually dry. At the
time, it asked farmers to conserve
water, but it did not reduce their allocations.
On August 29, the Bureau
asked irrigators again to conserve
water, but still did not reduce their
share. Again, the Bureau reduced flows
into the Klamath River.
The terrible consequences of the
Bureau's decision started to become
clear by September 12, environmentalists say, when the Klamath heated to
nearly 80 degrees in the estuary, several degrees above temperatures
than
can be fatal co salmon.
Then the salmon started dying. A
virus infection, causing fatal gill rot,
spread like an epidemic.
On September 27, the Bureau
announced it would restore river flows
to 2001 levels -- coo late to save the
50,000 already dead and the thousands
more fish chat were expected co die.
The White House denied knowing
what caused the die-off, and dodged
any responsibility
for it. "This is an
abnormal situation and we want to
help these fish while meeting our
Endangered Species Act responsibilities and delivering water to irrigated
agriculture in che Klamath Basin," said
Interior
Secretary
Gail
Norton.
"Although scientists arc still struggling
to understand why this problem has
arisen, we want to do what we can now
to respond."
A coalition of state, tribal, fishing
and environmental
groups, however,
said the federal government was at
fault.
The Pacific Coast Federation of
Fishermen's
Associations
filed suit
challenging the Bureau of Reclamation
and its 10 year plan for managing irrigation in the Klamath Basin. 'While the
massive fish kill did not trigger the
lawsuit, it will likely be "Exhibit A' in
any trial.
The fishermen's
lawsuit was filed
by Earrhjustice
and joined by the
Institute for Fisheries Resources, The
Wilderness
Society, Water Watch of
Oregon, Northcoast
Environmental
Center, Oregon Natural Resources
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The Cataract site was an experiment in logging without
clear-cutting. On one portion, 30 trees per acre were left
standing. On another, 60 were left standing. On a third acre,
100 trees were left standing. Meanwhile, in a control tract
there was no chinning after clear-cut logging.
In a nutshell, foresters and scientists have learned that
new trees grow faster when they are given more room. The
eventual product is a more vibrant forest and a habitat that
is akin to late succession, but it is obtained more quickly.
As we walked through the first of the three tracts,
Furnish said, "This site opened the portal for us co understand young stand management. This tract showed there
was a future for this kind of forestry. It is an illustration of
how dynamic
orthwest forests are."
In the military there is a truism that once a man or
woman reaches the rank of general or admiral,· he or she
becomes a diplomat. In other words, they must play in the
wider world of foreign diplomacy as well as domestic politics. The same is true in public and private sector land management. Large corporations such as Weyerhaeuser understand this dynamic.
Furnish grasps the larger dynamic that occurs when for-
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Council,
Defenders
of Wildlife,
Klamath Forest Alliance, Headwaters,
and
Rep.
Mike
Thompson,
D-California.

Bush On Fire
The first thing you notice is the
consistency. The Bush administration
is no talk, all action no public
process, public participation, or right to
object.
Consider the Bush forest fire plan,
now looking like a done deal to many.
Were you invited to a public hearing
on it? Didn't think so. Clinton took
two years to put his roadless policy in
place. Bush wants a fire policy in two
weeks. What's the rush?
The Bush plan is all about rushing.
It calls for an "expedited environmental analysis."
Th is is code for there
won't be any review of timber sales
whatsoever, so long as their "purpose"
is to prevent fires. No chance for an
appeal, no day in court, no due process.
The plan is also about dropping protection for all species - endangered or
not - so loggers can drop the trees
even faster.
What we do get from the White
House is misinformation.
The Bush
people are calling the plan the Healthy
Forests Initiative, when it's really the
Healthy Timber Companies Initiative.
His plan more than likely is going to
make forest fires worse. As the Los
Angeles Times reported,
Bush says
environmental
laws are to blame for
the big fires of 2002, buc "statistics
show heavy cutting in '70s, '80s may
have caused the epidemic."
Follow the money on this one.
Bush wants to give away public forests
to pay logging companies for their
labor of taking out small trees.
Bush would not be able to gee this
plan
through
without
help
from
Democrats. Senators Jeff Bingaman,
D-New Mexico, Dianne Feinstein, DCalifornia, and Ron Wyden, D-Oregon
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est policy meets the body politic. "The federal forests are
gridlocked because they are relying on (harvesting) old
growth timber," he says. "(Old growth) is vulnerable to lawsuit and it has no support with science, the public or lawmakers." Meanwhile, timber industry mills no longer rely
upon old growth timber.
In other words, the Bush administration
is simply buying trouble by revisiting the old growth issue. Moreover, the
Cataract tract on the Siuslaw demonstrates that a new harvest method produces healthy forest ecosystems more
rapidly.
The Forest Service's agony is painful to observe.
"They're crying to justify why they've chosen to tie themselves in knots," says Bob Wolf, the retired Library of
Congress timber expert.
Says Furnish, "We need to wake up and smell the coffee. It's not a lack of (timber) capacity (at the Forest
Service). It's a lack of leadership and will."
•

SteveForresteris editorof the Daily Astorian, Astoria, Ore.
This essay wasfirst published in the Astorian.

are working with Sen. Larry Craig, Rldaho, on a bill. The Democrats are
definitely thinking compromise.
When a final bill emerges, take a
look at the acreage in roadless areas
that will be cut down. That's a critical
piece - these are the places that were
supposedly
protected under Clinton.

If Bush gets his way - why won't he?
He's Commander in Chief - these
areas will have to be "won" all over
again. The lesson here is that no piece
of land, forest or river is ever protected
without an act of Congress that explicitly says so.
Fighting the Bush timber plan will
be tough. Consider this email written
recently by an activist whose name is
Ray. Ray thinks we should vote everyone out of Congress who supports
Bush's lawless Jogging initiative, or any
form of it. "We need to stop being
'nice' co politicians who screw us, just
because they don't screw us all the
time. Let's go back to the days when
environmentalists actually had power
in DC, when we were strictly nonpartisan and adamant in what we wanted.
We got so much more accomplished
with so much less money and much
fewer people in the 1960s and 1970s
than we do today. Why? Enviros were
nonpartisan and cough instead of
spineless lackeys of the Democratic
party."
lf Bush were merely gutting forest
protection laws, that would be one
thing. But it's bigger than that. Over at
.the Office of Budget and Management
(OMB), Bush's bean counters are
messing with children's health. They
hate the idea of protecting children
from bad air, dirty water and other hazards, when corporate profits could be
lost.
Under Bush the OMB has created
an "Office of Information and
Regulacory Affairs" where some of the
administration's dirtiest work is done.
Its leader is John Graham, a right-wing
extremist with a long history of having
no patience with environmental regulations that cost industry money.
Graham has decided to review a
forthcoming EPA report on children's
health, the first time that has ever happened. As OMB Watch reports, under
executive order, agencies like the EPA
must submit major regulatory proposals to the OMB office for review.
Reports and studies, however, that
involve questions of science - and do
not involve a policy decision - have
been left co the agencies, which have
the technical expertise that Graham's
shop lacks.
The EPA was all set co publish its
report, "America's Children & the
Environment:
Measures
of
Contaminants, Body Burdens and
Illnesses." Then Graham stepped in.
The report may never get out.
Then there's the government
committee that had been assessing the
effects of environmental chemicals on
human health. This group has been
cold that nearly all of its members will
be replaced - in several instances by
people with links to the industries that
make those chemicals. One new member is a California scientist who helped
defend Pacific Gas and Electric Co.

against Erin Brockovich.
The Bush people don't even wane
to hear evidence that runs counter co
their ideology. A White House that
doesn't want tO hear what scientists say
has even less time for the public.

The high cost of
salmon: $6 billion and counting
What a busy summer in the business of accounting for the most expensive natural resource experiment in
Northwest history. How much is
salmon restoration in the Columbia
River basin costing? Is it working? Do
we know yet?
Salmon lovers, policy makers,
ratepayers and resource industries in
the Northwest have several new
reports to mine for answers. The bottom line: ambiguity prevails.
But some light does shine through.
For instance, the Northwest ran
through $6 billion to save the salmon
in the Columbia River since 1978,
according to the Bonneville Power
Administration. If you calculate the
numbers a different way, you would
conclude that the region spent $3.3
billion since 1986, according co the
General Accounting Office, the investigative arm of Congress. Not that the
salmon were actually saved, mind you.
In the category of accounting for
missed opportunities, try this one
offered by Rand Corporation, a national Iy renowned think tank. Taking out
four Lower Snake River dams would
not bankrupt the Northwest economy.
Rand said in a report released in
August. ln fact it might even save jobs.
Given that, former Secretary of the
Interior Bruce Babbit now says there is
no reason co continue to delay removal
of the dams. "Snake River salmon
have declined by 90 percent since we
built the four lower Snake River
dams," he said. "But what the Rand
report tells us is that we can change
that mistake. This report demonstrates
that by removing the dams, we can
both improve the regional economy
and save the salmon."
Of course, Babbitt could have said
the same thing two years ago when he
was Interior Secretary, when he actually could have taken positive action.

Bue that's water over the dam.
Meanwhile, there are ambiguous
signs that salmon runs may be improving, albeit slowly as well as slightly,
and not necessarily because of those $3
billion (or is it $6 billion) worth of
actions. The GAO says better ocean
conditions are responsible for a spike
in salmon runs in 2001 and 2002. Or
maybe not.
"Federal agencies have undertaken many types of recovery actions and,
although these actions are generally
viewed as resulting in higher numbers
of returning adult salmon and steelhead, there is little conclusive evidence to quantify the extent of their
effects on returning fish populations,"
the GAO said.
The National Marine Fisheries
Service, the agency in charge of restoring salmon the basin, said baby salmon
are faring much better on their trip
through the river system's dams than
in the past. NMFS said that survival
estimates for Snake River spring and
summer Chinook increased from 10 to
13 percent in the 1970s to 31 to 59 percent in the late 1990s.
However, the number of wild
adult salmon returning to the river has
not shown any consistent increase.
From 1990 through 1999, wild salmon.
numbers actually decreased from
300,000 to fewer than 250,000, as measured at Bonneville Dam. In 2000,
however, the number shot up to
450,000. In coming years, there's hope
the numbers will not plummet back to
1990s levels. Hope, but no assurance.
One reason to worry is that the
BPA's ability to continue spending
money for salmon recovery is in doubt.
The Portland-based
federal power
marketing agency projects a $1 billion
budget shortfal I over the next five
years. The federal-power marketing
agency says the cost of saving salmon
in 2001 alone was $1.S billion because
the SPA had to buy expensive power
on the open market during late fall
2000 and early winter 2000. The power costs skyrocketed because Enron
drove up the prices.
Before the BPA's finances went
haywire, the federal government
decided to make expensive improvements in the way water and salmon
pass through dams. The money to pay
for these projects is now in jeopardy.
V,le've managed to save the dams, even
if we don't need them. But have we
saved the salmon? Who knows?
•
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Cattle congregate around a spring in the Owyhee River basin. Photo by Sandy Lonsdale.

ll summer long, , and many
others too, 2002 has been a
year of epic drought in 11
western states. All summer
long, rivers have been running
at record lows. While media attention
has focused on drought, news reports
have missed one key fact: The millions
of cows that run through the West's
publicly owned deserts, mountains,
canyons, plateaus and valleys have
made che effects of drought much
worse.
"Some of che range is so dry there's
nor enough for a chigger co eat, much
Jess a cow," says Denise Boggs of the
Utah Environmental Congress. "I am
no great fan of livestock but I don't
think they should be tortured. That's
how bad the shape is of some of this
land they graze."
Water is scarce from the inland
Northwest to Texas, yet cattle pollute
and dewater almost every river, lake,
spring and wetlands. Centuries ago, the
landscape could always score enough
water to keep most rivers running all
year long. Today livestock production
has reshaped the water cycle. Cattle
pound che soil hard - reducing its ability to store water when it rains, and
reducing its ability to give up water
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when it's hot. The result is rivers that
run shallower and stagnant and dirty in
summer, when there's any water in
chem at all.
When the amount of water in a river goes down, the concentration of pollution goes up.
Cows do their greatest damage in
the rich green riparian zones along
screams. These areas provide habitat
for 80 percent of all plant, fish and
wildlife in the inland West, yet cows
chew chem co the nub while dumping
their waste in the same location. Cows
erode soils and remove screamside
shade, causing scream temperatures co
sizzle .. Water quality violations occur
everywhere, yet are enforced almost
nowhere. Many fish have gone or are
going extinct. Alien weeds are invading.
In some river basins cows have
been fenced out of riparian areas along
the main tributaries. They have been
moved to upland areas where they
trammel springs and wetlands and
smaller streams instead.
By no means is grazing the only
resource extraction industry co threaten
these rivers. What distinguishes ranching from the others is that ranchers
don't have to treat their pollution, don't

need permits co destroy wetlands and
don't have to meet state water quality
standards that are supposed to protect a
river from high temperatures, pollution, sedimentation and loss of oxygen.
Ranching has successfully fought off
every effort to bring it into compliance
with the nation's primary water-protection law, the Clean Water Acc. Ocher
industries must comply with this law.
Ranchers are allowed to block rivers,
kill fish and siphon off every lase drop
of water from rivers with impunity actions that no gold mine, pulp mill or
subdivision could ever get away with.
Instead, they get to foist the cost of
repairing their environmental damage
onto others, usually the taxpayer, and
they gee co collect public subsidies of
up to $500 million a year, also from the
hapless taxpayer.
Today there are 23,000 federal
grazing permits held by banks, large
corporations, grazing associations, individuals, and small family operations.
Though the majority are the small
operators, often known as "hobby
ranchers," the most land and cows are
run by the wealthy- like J.R. Simplot,
Barron Hilton, Les Schwab, AnheuserBusch Inc. and Mary Hewlett Jaffe,
daughter of Silicon Valley billionaire

William Hewlett.
Curiously, ranchers are hailed in
the media by scientists and some conservationists. They are "ranching for
ecology," as a recent headline in the
Denver Pose said. Ranchers are "the
last best hope for preserving habitat for
many native species," according co an
article by Jon Christensen in che New
York Times. Christensen quotes James
H. Brown, a professor of biology at the
University or New Mexico and an
expert on the ecology of the Southwest
as saying the notion that ranching is
bad is "demonstrably
wrong." Bue
Christensen all but dismisses ranching's damage co rivers and screams,
which represent most of the habitat out
West. "Studies have found damage
from grazing in and around streams in
the desert West, for instance," he
writes, without going into any details.
In chis issue of Cascadia Times, we
investigate these important details. We
look at the impacts or livestock production on not just rivers and streams, but
on water in the West - on the entire
web of water-dependent life under the
cow's hoof. I e's the face of the trou c, the
spikedace, the loach minnow, the
jaguar, the wolf, the salmon. It's water
for nature and people. It's a river.
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Consider the profile of the typical
western ranch: It occupies private land
on a river bottom where it diverts water
co grow hay and alfalfa for livestock.
The typical irrigation diversion is a
wood or rock structure a century old rhar
channels all the water into a leaky ditch
that runs for miles, and then flood irrigates a field of hay or alfalfa. The cows
graze on public land at higher elevations
for as much of the year as they can, and
for the remainder of the year come
down co the private land or go off co a
feedlot someplace else.
In rivers throughout the West,
ranchers build countless "push up"
dams: temporary dirt and gravel diversions that they construct in rivers with
bulldozers. Very often, che material for
the dam is scraped from the river channel itself, and includes the eggs of protected fish. A single ranch may require
several such dams co irrigate different
fields. These temporary dams don't
damage stream habitat just once; they
may wash out several times each year,
releasing sediment downstream and
requiring replacement dams chat multiply the damage. Diversions have to be
big enough to accounc for large losses
from leaking and evaporation. Most
rivers lack gauges to measure flow in
these diversions, so there is no way to
hold ranchers to their appropriated

5 water right. Nor are there state employ-
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6 ees assigned co monitoring a rancher's
use.
All too often an endangered trout or
salmon gets a ride co the field. The federal government has spent $3 billion in
the last few years saving salmon in the
Columbia River Basin, but many end up
as fertilizer. "In each of these diversions
where fish go off into the field, is there
an incidental take permit as required by
the Endangered Species Act? No," says
Kaz Thea, executive director of the
Alliance for the Wild Rockies, and a former federal fisheries biologist. "This is a
huge loss."
The West's system of dividing water
among various users is called the "doctrine of prior appropriation." It means
whoever got there first is first in line to
gee the water. When water is abundant,
everyone with a valid water right gets a
share. But in normal years like there's
not enough co satisfy every legal claim
to-the water, and much less in a drought.
The more junior water rights are- shut
off. And while fish clearly got there first,
in many places they have no rights to
water at all. The system is absurdly out
of balance. Almost any river can get
sucked dry by irrigators without any
regard to impacts on fish. In a few areas
ranchers conserve water co boost flows
for fish, but in most places this is pointless because conserved water is simply
taken out of the scream by the next
water user down the line. State Jaws to
protect river flows for fish are weak or
don't exist.
~
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Fences line the Lemhi River in Idaho's Salmon River basin. top. A herd splahes around a tributary in a Bear River tributary.

Livestock production in the headwaters of the Gila Basin of New Mexico

"Some of the range is so dry there's not enough for a chigger to eat, much
less a cow. I am no great fan of livestock but I don't think they should be
tortured. That's how bad the shape is of some of this land they graze."
-Denise Boggs of the Utah Environmental
and Arizona has been going on for more
than 400 years. The Gila has always
been one of the driest basins in the
West. Only in the 1990s, however, have
steps been taken to protect sensitive

riparian areas, and now some of those
areas are improving. The biggest step
came in 1998, when a lawsuit brought
by Forest Guardians and the Center for
Biological Diversity forced the Forest
Service t0 remove 15,000 cows off 230
miles of riparian zones along the major
rivers in the basin. Congress spent
$400,000 in taxpayer money to pay for
fences along riparian zones, and for
new watering stations for cows moved
up to higher ground.
These projects are intended co protect 22 listed species and another 47
species that are candidates for listing.
Some say they see significant progress.
Today, three years later, river banks
along the Gila and some of its tributaries are thick with grasses and willows.
But the changes may come coo late
for the Gila chub, a fish devastated by
grazing impacts. On Augusl 9, 2002,
the Fish and Wildlife Service listed the
chub as an endangered species. The
Gila River in face is the only U.S. river
basin with all of its freshwater fish
species extinct, on the Endangered
Species Lise, or recommended for listing. In almost every instance, livestock
grazing is a major factor.
Fences and water projects add to
the cost of ranching's public welfare,
yet are not practical as a solurion co the
problem of grazing across the entire
western landscape. Fencing every inch
of riparian area in the West from cows
would be impractical and costly. The
idea of closing off every rivers with a
fence seems destructive to the natural
values that are being protected. But
even at that, there's no evidence fences
can effectively prevent damage to
rivers. They break down, aren't maintained, and aren't monitored in many
parts of the West, says Martin Taylor of
the Center for Biological Diversity in
Tucson. Fences also entangle wildlife
while trying to gain access to water.
But Taylor says his biggest concern
about fence and water projects in the
Gila is that they shift cows to upland
areas, where they destroy springs and
wetlands. Fences and water projects,
however, aren't the only cool in the
coolbox. An abundance of scientific
evidence shows the most effective
remedy for a cow-bombed river is to
remove the cows from the land. Bret
Maetzke, an ecologist with California
Trout, says a grazing damaged river like
the Kern needs SO years free of cattle co
recover.
The late desert ecologist Joy

Belsky, who researched grazing impacts
for universities, government and the
Oregon Natural Desert Association,
cites 19 sources showing that livestock
have damaged at least 80 percent of all
riparian areas on the western range.
Some proponents of ranching claim
livestock
actually benefit desert
ecosystems, but Belsky found no scientific evidence to support that claim.
"Cattle cause more damage to
riparian zones than their often small
numbers would suggest," she wrote in
1999. "Cattle tend to avoid hot, dry
environments and congregate in wet
areas for water and forage, which is
more succulent and abundant than in
uplands. They are also attracted co the
shade and lower temperatures near
streams, most likely because their
species evolved in cool, wee meadows
of northern Europe and Asia."
When livestock get into riparian
areas, they damage habitat for plane
species, cold-water fish, and wildlife,
causing many native species co decline
in number or go locally extinct. The
changes ripple throughout adjacent and
downstream ecosystems, including
people. The city of Laramie Wyo.,
which normally draws its water from
the Laramie River, chis summer tapped
an aquifer after the river ran dry. The
river was lost to drought and livestock
production.
The practice of grazing and dewatering rivers has caused many native
species co decline in number or go
locally extinct throughout the West. A
1997 study by the federal Western
Water Policy Advisory Committee said
that of 170 native freshwater fishes
west of the Rocky Mountains, and
another 40 occurring on both sides of
the Continental Divide, 20 have gone
extinct in the last century, and another
100 are considered imperiled. Loss of
all these would mean destruction of 70
percent of all fish species native co the
lands west of the Rockies. In almost
every case, livestock grazing has been
and continues to be a critical problem
for salmon, trout, minnows, chubs and
spikedace. Birds, like the Mexican
spotted
owl, sage
grouse
and
Southwest willow flycatcher, are also
squeezed out. Even such carnivores as
the wolf and coyote are impacted by
cattle damage to rivers.
In the Gila, ranchers have not been
blind to their environmental impacts,
and in many areas actively search for
solutions that do not drive endangered
species or their business into oblivion.
The Santa Fe-based Quivira Coalition
formed in the 1990s to promote the
"new ranch" or "holistic resource management" concepts where a number of
steps are taken to reduce impacts on
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riparian and upland areas. They
believe that poor land management,
not cattle, causes ecological damage.
Allan Savory of the Center for Holistic
Management in Albuquerque insists
that grazing, when properly planned,
can "benefit the whole environment."
Many environmentalists, eager to see
their friends and neighbors keep their
ranches, have joined this quest for a
kinder, gentler - and, they are quick
to emphasize, still profitable - way of
grazing.
Yet Belsky's research demonstrates
that even light and moderate grazing
results in significant soil compaction
and erosion, resulting in more flooding,
and less recharge of the water table. In
a drought, the loss of this water and
increased evaporation between rainstorms reduces river flows even further.

tie off the range, or in many cases moving them to protected areas. In the Gila
River basin in New Mexico and
Arizona, the number of cattle allowed
on public land is down 70 percent. this
summer. On the Tonto National Forest
in the Sonoran Desert near Phoenix, all
but 10 percent of the cattle have been
booted off. The reductions are temporary; when the drought is over - and it's
possible that it will not - the cows will
be back. Yet poor riparian and range
conditions suggest more rest is needed
for these lands, says Jon Marvel, executive director of the Western Watershed
Project, an environmental group based
in Hailey, Idaho, chat is pursuing lawsuits co protect ecosystems from livestock production.
Marvel is among many environmentalists who have put their support
behind a novel approach that would
accelerate the cow's exodus from public lands - a voluntary buyback of all
Ranchers, and the government
federal grazing leases. The buyback
agencies chat regulate chem, are trying would cost the U.S. Treasury some $5
to halt criticism of these impacts by
billion, though annual savings on
making some modest changes, yet reduced subsidies could be enough to
resist evidence that a healthy ecosys- finance the buyback in as few as 10
tem simply cannot support the number years. No one would be forced to sell.
of cows now out on the range. In 1995,. If approved by Congress, the buyback
Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt deter- would help restore rivers while easing
mined that the ranchers' old ways of the financial pain being felt by the
grazing the West needed co be thousands of families that run small
reformed. The livescock production
ranches. It would also bail out huge
industry sued co stop a suite of new corporations that own some of the
regulations, but lost in a landmark case biggest cattle ranches in the West.
before the U.S. Supreme Court. Now,
"Our your goal is co reverse the
in case after case, the courts are forcing extinction curve," as Andy Kerr of the
ranching to lighten the cow's impact on National
Public
Lands
Grazing
the land and its rivers, sometimes going Campaign, an umbrella organization
so far as to tell the rancher co head 'em behind the buyback. "That's only
up and move 'em out.
going to happen by a massive reduction
Ranchers are looking to the Bush
in public lands grazing."
administration to roll back Babbitt's
Hundreds of environmental leadreforms. Kathleen Clarke, the new ers from around the country agree with
BLM chief, is working with the Kerr, but a few are troubled with the
National Cattlemen's Beef Association, buyback.
the Public Lands Council and other
"What a lot of people don't realize
pro-ranching organizations "co iron is many of these allotments are held by
out" changes in the grazing program, corporations," says Boggs of the Utah
according co her interview this summer Environmental Congress. She cites the
with
the
Wyoming
Livestock
example of J.R. Simplot, one of the
Roundup, an industry newspaper.
wealthiest men in Idaho, who grazes
"Kathleen Clarke is in a tough posi- cattle on thousands of acres of public
tion," the Roundup said in an editorial. lands, collecting the same subsidies as
"For eight years BLM employees were other ranchers. "The idea of buying
rewarded for anti-grazing antics by an out Mr. Simplot, I mean please give me
anti-ranching administration. While a break," Boggs says. "We don't owe
Clarke may be heading in the right that man a dime, and considering how
direction it will take time to convince much money he has, we should send
field staff of the need to follow."
him a bill to pay for the cost of restorBut environmentalists think that's ing all the areas that his livestock have
the wrong way to go. "We've taken destroyed."
three giant steps back since Bush came
Buying back permits to save naturin - we were on a better path before," al resources is not a new concept. The ~
says Thea.
Grand Canyon Trust has been purchas- S
As drought intensifies across the ing leases in southern Utah to protect
West, federal agencies have forced cat- the new Grand Staircase-Escalante

Moving 'em out
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The Big Dry--------------------National Monument, and governments
in Canada have purchased commercial
ocean fishing licenses co prevent overharvest.
Surprisingly, the idea is getting support among some ranchers, who are
eager to take the money, if offered by an
act of Congress, and gee out of an industry in trouble. The industry has been
battered not just by lawsuits and prolonged drought, but also by global competition, the rise of factory farms, the
advancing age of the typical rancher and
the disinterest of offspring to continue
the business.
And climate change
caused by global warming may mean the
drought conditions of today will be the
normal weather of tomorrow.
Environmentalists
have also been
aggressively documenting the damage
caused by grazing. Most notably, in
September, the Foundation for Deep
Ecology published Welfare Ranching:
The Subsidized Destruction of the
American West, a richly illustrated 344page expose of the industry, co-edited
by George Wuerchner and Mollie
Matteson.

"Pulverizing the resource"
The two federal agencies responsible for grazing on public land - the
Bureau of Land Management and the
Forest Service - have a crystal clear
idea of what's going on. In 1994 the
Forest Service concluded that livestock
grazing is the number one cause of
species endangerment in arid regions of
the West, such as the Colorado Plateau
and Arizona Basin. At the same time,
these agencies have developed a skill at
looking the other way, according co several current and former agency employees interviewed by Cascadia Times.
"'z
Forest Guardians, an environmental
~ group based in Santa Fe has sued the
Forest Service for failing to monitor
,, 50,000 acres of wetlands and screams on
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Forest, where officials have monitored
only 28 percent of the streams in 15
years. "On some of Forest Guardians'
recent visits to grazing allotments on the
Santa Fe National Forest and Nearby
BLM lands, we found streams that were
choked by algae, and banks littered with
cow fecal matter and devoid of woody
vegetation," says Kristen Stade of
Forest Guardians. "And these streams
were deemed 'functional' by the agencies. Streams are the arteries of life in
the arid southwest. Agency ignorance
about the basic ecological Starns of these
critical areas is inexcusable."
Government sources confirm that
under the Bush administration, line officers in the BLM and Forest Service
have been told to accommodate for
ranchers needs. "There is extra pressure
now under Bush for managers to look
out for the ranching community," a
source said.
Only rarely does a government
employee speak out publicly, as did
David Stewart, regional director for
range management with the U.S. Forest
Service in Albuquerque. In June of
2002. Stewart wrote in an internal memo
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The Salmon River. top photo. once produced 40 percent of the Columbia River's spring and summer Chinook. Dewatering and grazing have
compromised spawning and rearing habitat. Below. cows graze along the Lower Crooked River in Northeast Oregon.

million

acre Gila National

In 1994 the Forest Ser':ice concluded that livestock grazing is the number
one cause of species endangermentin arid regions of the West. At the same
time, these agencies have developed a skill at looking the other way.
that he had just witnessed large numbers of cattle "pulverize" habitat for
Rio Grande cutthroat trout, "potentially undoing many years of habitat
improvement. This (is) a species for
which we are trying to protect and
improve habitat to hopefully avoid federally listing!"
Stewart's troubling memo was
quickly leaked to the press, exposing a
critical disparity in the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service's decision earlier in
Ju oe co not list the Rio Grande cutthroat trout under the Endangered
Species Act. The agency bad cited
"improved habitat conditions" as a reason why listing was not warranted. It
even said "cattle grazing practices on
public lands now provide better habitat
protection."
But when Stewart toured the range
on June 20 he found such improvements had not been made. Rather, prolonged drought and overgrazing had
severely damaged habitat. "Nothing
had been done, with once again, cattle
being allowed co simply pulverize the
resource," Stewart wrote. He called the
forest "the most horrible example of
grazing administration I've ever experienced in 35 + years with the FS."
Stewart ordered the cows off the
Santa Fe National Forest by mid-July.
But Stewart apparently has little support from his superiors, and many
ranchers ignored the order. By the end
of August only a few cows had been
removed. By then, the Forest Service
had not only weakened the order, hut
signaled that cows could stay until an
independent range survey was complete, and officials in the "Washington
office" could be consulted. Meanwhile,
an "Executive Team and Incident
Commander" was on its way to the
scene. As for the 275 ranchers involved,
on July 15 they staged a protest at
Forest Service offices reminiscent of
confrontations that rocked the Klamath
Basin in 2001.
In an interview with Cascadia
Times, Stewart said conditions are so
dry, there's no water anyplace for the
cattle co drink but in the rivers. "It
does not bode well for the agency to
allow that to go on· in an excessive
way," he says. "The cattle damaged the
vegetation and strearnbanks in a way
that should not be allowed to happen."
What's amazing is that Stewart still
has a job. Not so the former BLM
director in Idaho, Martha Hahn, who
was ordered to relocate this year co
New York City after ordering a slight
reduction in grazing near the Owyhee
River in southwest Idaho. The transfer
apparently was the work of Sen. Larry
Craig, Rvldaho, who had long sought
Hahn's removal and convinced cop
Interior officials to make the move,

ing in the largest allotment in the
Southwest, a 110,000-acre area in the
Gila River headwaters - even though
the agency admits that area is one of
the most severely overgrazed places in
New Mexico and Arizona.

Spotted owl of the desert

Fences intended to protect rivers from cows sometimes snare wildlife.

according i:o Public Employees for
Environmental Responsibility. Craig
had denounced BLM's decision to
restrict grazing in the Owyhee County
as "an affront" that he would try to
reverse. Craig's office admitted the
senator was not happy with Hahn, but
denied there had been a coup.
So much for holistic management.
Stewart's findings follow those of several Forest Service officials who in
1997-98 publicly condemned
the
agency's flaunting
of the law.
"Livestock grazing on Southwestern
National Forests is the major reason
that ecosystems are deteriorating,
species are near extinction and watersheds have Jost much of their ability to
yield high quality and quantities of
water," Leon Fager, a 31-year service
veteran, wrote in a Feb. 23, 1998, letter
to then-Forest Service chief Mike
Dombeck. Fager was head of che
Threatened,
Endangered
and
Sensitive Species program for the
Southwest Region.
Jim Cooper, the region's fisheries
chief, cook early retirement in 1998
because he felt isolated inside his own
agency and frustrated ac its habit of
reacting to, rather than preventing,
crises over wildlife and habitat, he told

the Albuquerque Journal. "There's a
lot of rhetoric being tossed around
about recreation and riparian areas
being so valued. I hear a lot of talk but
I don't see the walk," Cooper said.
"While we're talking out of one side of
our mouths, internally we're slamdunking any biologist who speaks up
and says, 'Hey, there's something
wrong.' And that's basically why I left."
Douglas Barber, a National Forest
supervisor in New Mexico, said when
he retired in 1997 he had known for
years that the grazing management system was broken beyond repair. "What
we have is a comatose patient on life·
support and it's time co turn the
machine off," he wrote in a letter co
Sen. Pete Domenici, R-NM.
The agencies and ranchers are bolstered by the knowledge that their
acnvmes have strong support in
Congress, no matter how much damage
they might cause. This summer, congressional allies attached a "rider" co an
annual Appropriations bill that would
shield their grazing permits from environmental reviews when they are
renewed, no matter how much damage
is being caused. Earlier this year, the
Forest Service announced that it would
do no environmental reviews on graz-

It's been said that the end of public lands ranching won't come from politics. It will come from the courts.
Environmental groups are determined
to hold ranchers and agencies accountable for continuing to allow cows to
ravage rivers and rangelands, and time
and again they are winning. These
groups believe the cow's existence is
the problem, not cow management.
Laird Lucas of the Boise-based
Land and Water Fund of the Rockies
says he is highly selective with the cases he takes on, but he hasn't lost a one.
The Center for Biological Diversity has
won 127 of 194 lawsuits in 10 years.
Many more cases are in the pipeline, in
nearly every state.
The Western Watersheds Project
of Hailey, Idaho, has won four major
cases in Idaho establishing its right to
buy state grazing leases co protect
wildlife. It is now filing lawsuits in
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah and Nevada.
The
Oregon
Natural
Des en
Association in Bend has won court protection for two Wild and Scenic Rivers
in Oregon, the John Day and Owyhee,
and it persuaded Congress to protect a
third, the Donner und Blitzen.
In one recent mega-case, Lucas
sued the Forest Service and Bureau of
Land Management over 1,025 illegal
water diversions in Idaho's Salmon
River basin. The Forest Service has
agreed to a settlement, while the BLM
has not. Other critical victories in Idaho
have taken cows off the Upper Salmon
and put water back into the tributaries,
where it's needed to nurture wild and
endangered salmon, steelhead and bull
trout.
Many environmentalists see livestock grazing, as commonly practiced
in the West, as an illegal activity. "If
you were to hold the government
accountable to the laws we have on the
books now, most of the grazing would
go away," says Bill Marlett, executive
director of the Oregon Natural Desert
Association in Bend.
Besides the Endangered Species
Act, groups are using the National
Environmental Policy Act and the
Clean Water Act to protect water from
grazing. NEPA can force federal agencies to do a better analysis of grazing
impacts, but the trick is to turn better
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by George Wuerthner
ne of the pervasive arguments
used to defend the livestock
industry in the West is that
ranching prevents subdivisions
and sprawl, and by default preserves open space. Unfortunately few
have bothered to examine closely the
validity of these assertions. All one has
to do is look at the amount of sprawl
found around booming western cities
to recognize that ranching is at best an
ineffective mechanism for preserving
open space.
To understand why ranching fails
to preserve open space, one has to
understand the primarily factor fueling
western sprawl. Unlike other pares of
the country, much of the sprawl in the
West is due co net population growchmuch of it the result of in-migration of
residents from other parts of the country. Given a choice, many people prefer
co live in the West where there are
abundant recreational opportunities
and other land-based amenities. All
evidence suggests chat western population growth will continue.
Population growth and demand
leads to rising land values. Rising land
values eventually leads to the replacement of economically marginal land use
with more "valuable" Land uses. In
many parts of the West's urban regions
and amenity- based communities this
translates into a shift from agricultural
use to more intensive residential use.
Where there is little population growth
such as in many parts of the Great
Plains, there is little sprawl or subdivision threat. Developers are not rushing
to North Dakota to cash in on the next
real estate bonanza.

as are their cows, does not bode well for
protection of public values by private
initiative. The overwhelming evidence
suggests chat ranching as a viable economic pursuit has a limited future in
the West. Ranchers acting in their own
individual interest are deciding in everincreasing numbers chat selling land co
developers makes individual economic
sense.
Even subsidizing ranching with
greater tax breaks or ocher economic or
environmental subsidizes won't ultimately reverse these trends. At best
they delay the day of reckoning and
they have no permanence. Unless
something occurs to rapidly depopulate
the West, land values will continue to
rise. This not only makes it even more
attractive and more likely that any particular parcel of land will be subdivided
in the future, but it makes other preservation strategies like outright acquisition or even conservation easements
ultimately more expensive to implement.

O

Biographical limitations
Least we forget, the West is both
rugged and arid. Compared to the relatively flat and well-watered mid-west
or eastern United States, the West is a
lousy place to raise a cow. The main
competitive advantage that western
ranchers had over the more productive
eastern and mid-western operations
was cheap land. By grazing their animals over large spreads, including vast
federal acreage, western ranchers could
sometimes compete with producers in
other reasons of the country.
Ironically, in much of the West the
average price per acre of marginally
productive western rangelands is actually higher than very productive farmland in the Ease or Midwest. One can't
buy a ranch in the scenic West at curN
~ rent high land prices and pay off the
· ~ mortgage running cows. The major
~ competitive advancage of the western
rancher-vast acreages of inexpensive
land is gone.
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Pro-active strategies

Relying on ranching to preserve
3 the West's open spaces is also a flawed
5
~ strategy because it actually precludes
...,, pro-active

A cow stands next to an Owyhee River tributary.

Externalization of
environmental costs
The other major advantage that
western ranchers enjoyed for decades
was the ability to transfer many of their
ecological impacts to the taxpayer and
the land. Whether trampling of riparian
areas. dewarering of rivers for irrigated
hay production or shooting predators
like wolves on sight, the urban West is
increasingly demanding that livestock
producers modify or eliminate ecologi-,
cally abusive practices. But the solutions to such environmental degradation-wherher fencing of riparian
areas, hiring herders and guard dogs, or
using inure efficient
irrigation
systems-increases the cost of operation.
The already marginal nature of western
lands can not support these changes
with additional livestock to compensate for higher production coses. This
adds an -additional financial burden on
western ranchers without a corresponding ability to increase their nee profits.
And dewatering of streams, trampling
of riparian zones and shooting of predators are only a few of the many destructive practices that ranchers are increasingly being forced to change or end.

Global competition
Finally western livestock produc-

ers are now competing in a global mar-

ket. While production costs are local,
market prices are .globally
derived.
Th is economically challenges the
already marginal finances of western
livestock operations.
Not surprisingly, despite the fact
that most livestock producers love the
lifestyle, the number of working ranch
operations is in steep decline. The
average age of western ranchers
exceeds 60 years of age. And the majority of ranches in the West will change
hands within the next ten years. Due to
the high cost of land, few young people
are entering the livestock business.
Even chose fortunate enough to inherent a mortgage-free land base, still find
it challenging to financially survive.
Increasingly these individuals are
choosing other occupations to earn a
living.

Flavred strategy
These trends suggest chat relying
on ranching to preserve open space is a
short-sighted, poor strategy at best, and
a flawed strategy at its worse. Poor
strategy because it is a passive
approach to land protection that relies
entirely upon individual decisions to
maintain public values. The face chat
private property is considered sacrosanct by most livestock producers and
ultimately just another source of cash

strategies

including zoning,

conservation easements and outright
fee purchase that can and will provide
protection of the West's land attributes.
As long as people believe ranching can
prevent sprawl, they are less willing to
bite. .rhe bullet and support other
proven methods of land protection.
There are some who assert that citizens will never support zoning, funding of conservation easements, or land
acquisition. Such statements merely
display an ignorance of the conservation movement in this country. There
are numerous examples where people
when confronted with a stark choice
between the continued loss of open
space and degradation of natural values
or accepting zoning and/or acquisition
of development rights through conservation easements or out right fee purchase, have opted for the proven and
more permanent solutions.
For instance, in 1972 Oregon faced
by rapid in-migration and subsequent
growth of sprawl enacted state-wide
zoning. This was done by a Republican
governor in a state dominated by loggers and other resource dependent
interests!
And some of our best known
national parks were purchased from
private land owners including Acadia,
Big Bend, Shenandoah, and most
recently . the Baca Ranch in New
Mexico. When motivated citizens will
support funding for public acquisition
of land-school children across the
country contributed pennies to buy the

es
land that now makes up Great Smoky
Mountains National Park-and this
was done during the Great Depression!
More recently Republican dominated
Florida has passed two ten year bond
measures that funds land acquisition to
the tune of $450 million a year with the
express purpose of acquiring approximately half of the private land in the
state for recreational and biological purposes. New Jersey has initiated a program co protect approximately 40% of
its land area and voted to buy or preserve these lands through conservation
easements. Citizens in other states
from California co New York continue
to support measures that fund land
acquisition, zoning and ocher measures

that ensure
land values.

long term protection of

Some suggest there is not sufficient funds in the federal budget to
buy up all private ranch lands in the
West. Again this demonstrates a failure
to understand the risk. First, not all
land in the West is threatened by
sprawl or development-this threat is
concentrated in areas with high amenity values and jobs. We don't have to
buy up all the West co protect open
space. Secondly, Congress has the money if it wanes to spend it on land preservation. We just appropriated nearly
$200 billion in subsidies to Ag producers-with the lion's share going to

does not and has not worked. While
there may be individuals who have graciously forgone personal enrichment co
protect public critical values or open
space, such a model for land preservation has repeatedly failed to provide
landscape scale protection. Only public
funding and public control can effectively ensure such the long term protection of such values.
•

farmers who grow crops like corn and
soybeans ultimately fed to livescock.
Merely redirecting a fraction of that
funding towards land acquisition or the
purchase of conservation easements of
critical lands could go a long ways
cowards protecting public values.

Public acquisition
and control
The common denominator in all of
these situations is chat people realized
a passive strategy chat relies upon individual ranchers, farmers or even corporations co give up huge personal or corporate financial gain for the benefit of
the community's interest in open space

George Wue1th11er, co editor of Welfare
Ranching: The Subsidized
Destruction of the American West, can
be reached at wuerthne@teleport.com. He
writes from Richmond. Vermont.

Bailouts and buyouts
Greens say it's time to end public land ranching in the West. But how?
he livestock industry in the
West is in serious trouble, as
newspapers from Arizona co
Montana have made abundantly clear all summer long.
The Denver Post carried the
couching story of how drought has
pushed a 170-year-old family-owned
ranch in southern Colorado co the
edge of extinction. "Scores began
selling their herds at livestock auctions as early as May because they
could not feed chem," the Post reported. "In southern Utah, cattle are
dying and ranchers are going broke,"
the St. George, Utah, Spectrum said.
"Shifting policies, dismal profits
threaten small ranches' survival,"
blared the Arizona Republic.
Ranching's economic downturn is
not merely a matter of summerlong
drought. The EPA predicts climate
change will likely mean drier conditions and warmer temperatures in the
arid West.
Yet ranchers are holding on as
best they can, with much help from
Uncle Sam. To keep western ranchers
from going under this winter, the
Bush administration has announced
plans to pay out $752 million in
drought aid. This represents losses of
$103 million in 2001 and $583 million
in 2002. Each rancher would be eligible for co $40,000. These payments
are in addition to the estimated $500
million annual subsidies the federal
government already provides western
ranches.
But a number of environmental
and taxpayer groups say that
these subsidies enable ranchers
to continue damaging water-
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sheds and destroying species, and
should end. Since 1998, Andy Kerr
and ochers have argued for a
Congressional buyout of all permits to
graze livestock on public lands. New
legislation would require the managing agencies to permanently retire the
permits, reallocate forage tO wildlife,
and allow the land to recover. The
plan would clear cows out of wilderness areas, wildlife refuges, national
monuments, national forests, national
parks and BLM lands. Livestock are
at least partly responsible for 22 percent of the species listed under the
Endangered Species Act. Logging

ing forever.
"While the financial benefits of
such a program are easily calculated,
the environmental and conservation
value of the plan is greater still," says
Jon Marvel, executive director of the
Western Watersheds
Project
in
Hailey, Idaho. "Putting an immediate
end co the negative impacts of livestock grazing on every watershed on
public lands in the West will result in
a rapid recovery of degraded riparian
areas and all wildlife species dependent on them. "
Western Watersheds is among
more than 100 groups that support the

"Federalgrazing buyouts are ecologically
imperative, economically rational,
financially prudent... "
-Andy Kerr
and mining together are responsible
for only 21 percent.
Compensation paid to operators
would be based on the fair market
value of each permit. For example,
the owner of a permit co graze 300
cow and calf pairs on public lands for
five months of the year would receive
$262,000 or more. In all the plan
would cost the taxpayer some $5 billion, in exchange for an end tO billions
in subsidies. Permittees could do
whatever they wane with the money,
including pay off the bank, downsize
their grazing operation, buy more
land or leave a financial legacy for
their loved ones. In exchange, the
public land would be closed to graz-

National
Public
Lands
Grazing
Campaign, an organization specifically created to push the buyout proposal in Congress. Kerr, its executive
director, was once a leading player in
the political
campaign
to save
Northwest forests. "Federal grazing
permit
buyouts are ecologically
imperative, economically rational, fiscally prudent, socially compassionate
and politically pragmatic," Kerr says.
"It's a win-win-win for permittees,
taxpayers and the environment."
But Denise Boggs of the Utah
Environmental
Council
believes
strongly that the buyout will not force
federal land management agencies co
stop habitat destruction, and won't

reduce the number of cattle on public
lands as dramatically as proponents
contend. "I find it detestable to
reward someone's bad behavior, to
actually pay them to not destroy our
public lands," Boggs says.
She contends there are other
ways to remove the cattle more quickly. "The agencies have plenty of
ammunition to limit livestock use and
entirely eliminate livestock use in
areas where they can demonstrate
where it is causing damage," she says.
"They simply won't do it. They have
the cools to put an end co this."
But the biggest concern to Boggs
is the precedent this proposal sets.
"Are we going to start paying Joggers
not co log the forests, are we going to
pay the energy companies not to drill
for oil? Are we going to pay motorized
recreationists not co drive their ATVs?
I think this establishes a horrible
precedent chat is going to come back
co haunt us for a very long time."
Other approaches have been
tried, with limited success, Kerr says.
Groups have failed to persuade
Congress to cut federal grazing subsidies or to raise federal grazing fees.
And while litigation has been increasingly effective to protect public lands,
the scope of the litigation has protected few areas, and often fails to address
abuses on private lands.
Yet Kerr says he agrees with much
of what Boggs says. "What we have is
conflicting principles. I absolutely agree
with
her. And I also
know
that species
are going extinct
and watersheds are being decimated."
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A cow grazes near a Bear River tributary in northern Utah. Photo by John Carter

Bear River

UTAH,

IDAHO,

WYOMING

What a river must bear
The Bear River loops 500 miles
across three states, the longest
stream
in
the
Western
Hemisphere that doesn't flow
into an ocean. Since the arrival of
the pioneers, the watershed has
become a sump of polluted water
that's run off from the large proportion
of grazed land along its tributaries.
The Bear oddly ends about 75
miles from its origin in the High
Uintas Wilderness. Taking the long
way home, it flows north from Utah
into Wyoming; west back into Utah;
north again to Wyoming; west into
Idaho; south into Utah and finaJly ends
in a delta at the northeast corner of the
Great Salt Lake.
There it nurtures wetlands chat
support 250 migratory bird species,
including nearly one-third of North
00
..... America's migratory ducks. As you
up the river coward Idaho,
== backtrack
you discover feedlots crammed with
c
thousands of cattle almost right next co
iS
c the water. In Idaho, a huge diversion
u
00
of the river sends about three-fourths
c
u of its flow into Bear Lake, a natural
lake thought to be at least 100,000
01
8
years old, which straddles the Utah01
Idaho border. Three fourths of the
«i
u.. annual flow of the Bear River is diverted into Bear Lake for irrigation storage. Naturally high levels of calcium

.::

carbonate and historically crystal clear
water in Bear Lake give it a very blue
color. However, studies have shown
chat nutrient enrichment from livestock grazing, agricultural runoff and
recreational
homes,
has Jed co
increased algal growth and has
decreased the clarity of the water.
As you go upriver, you notice the
water completely disappears at six separate locations into an extensive and
elaborate system of canals and ditches
for irrigating crops and watering livestock. As you travel to high elevations,
you find thousands of cattle and sheep
stomping around riparian areas and
polluting the water along tributaries.
Studies
in . the
Wasatch-Cache
National Forest have shown chat the
presence of cattle has increased fecal
coliform contamination to levels that
violate state water quality criteria, and
that grazing has resulted in severe soil
erosion leading to increased sediment
loads to the Bear River and its tributaries.
Finally you reach the Bear's
source, in the scenic High Uintas
Wilderness. Here, under permits by
the U.S. Forest Service, thousands of
domestic sheep and cattle denude the
alpine meadows, trample strearnbanks
and foul the water. When Congress
created the Wilderness in 1984, it let

livestock stay. The Forest Service Only one-third mile of the entire
denies the obvious livestock impacts Smiths Fork is considered to be
healthy enough to support Bonneville
to the wilderness and aesthetic values,
wildlife and watershed integrity ..
cutthroat trout.
Nevertheless, the BLM allowed
"Wilderness areas are supposed tO
be untrammeled by man, pristine and the number of cows tO increase by
natural," says John Carter, Ph.D., an about 20 percent in 2001 from the preyear. Western Watersheds
activist and scientist in Logan who has vious
Project asked a federal court to reduce
been studying the river for 20 years.
"You find sheep grazing at the 12,000 grazing by 42 percent. After a hearing,
foot level on some of those high alpine
the court refused to order an injuncridges. The bottom line is the tribu- tion against the increased grazing.
"All that was entered into evitaries and the Bear River itself have
dence, and none of it was refuted,"
become terribly degraded throughout
that 500 miles. The Bear is just symp- says Tom Darin, attorney for the
tomatic of rivers in the West chat are Wyoming Outdoor Council. But Judge
Clarence Brimmer considered ecotreated as open sewers for livestock."
nomic and environmental impacts in
Grazing in the basin is particularly
his decision, and economics won.
a problem for the Bonneville cutthroat
"The possibility of rangeland damage
trout, once a candidate
for the
this summer does not outweigh the
Endangered Species List. Historically,
Bonneville cutthroat were found very real consequences of a grazing
throughout the Bear River Basin, but ban on the Smiths Fork graziers," he
competition from non-native species, ruled. The case was dropped, but a
appeal to the Interior
loss of aquatic habitat and water quali- related
Department's Board of Appeals is
ty changes have reduced the populapending.
tions of these fish. Fish and game
Western Watersheds is also
agencies dumped thousands of hatchery cutthroats into Bear Lake every appealing 176 Bureau of Land
grazing permits in
year, while largely ignoring the habitat Management
and water quality problems created Northern Utah, affecting 1.5 million
over most of the watershed by live- acres, 55,000 sheep and 21,000 cattle.
In one allotment, BLM is permitting a
stock production.
65 mile pipeline co be installed to proIn 2001, the Fish and Wildlife
vide water to graze 3,600 cattle at 68
Service rejected the cutthroat's candidacy for the Endangered Species List, locations.
In 1985, the BLM said that of 208
but did call for better protection of its
habitat from grazing. The agency also springs and 16 screams on its land in
warned that regulations to protect the Box Elder County, Utah, 124 springs
cutthroat were not being enforced in and all 16 streams were in danger of
some streams. Other rare species also being dewatered and lost because of
live in the Bear and nowhere else, livestock. While the BLM in its
Resource Management Plan in 1985
including the Bear Lake whitefish,
Bonneville whitefish, Bear Lake considered fencing necessary to protect these areas, none of the fencing
sculpin and Bonneville cisco.
In Wyoming, the Bear connects has been built, though conditions
with Smiths Fork, a draw that angles remain the same. Last year the BLM
the permits,
without
north up a deep canyon toward the re-issued
addressing the degraded condition of
Salt River Range. When environmentalists talk about riparian areas grazed these riparian and wetland areas. The
all the .way down to dirt, they bring up BLM cited the Jack of data as evidence
the water is not polluted.
Smiths Fork.
"Of course, the evidence is clearly
Last year, Western Watersheds
seen in feces-laden springs and
Project, a group based in Hailey,
Idaho, and the Wyoming Outdoor streams, siltation, destroyed stream
Council of Lander, Wyo., sued the banks, erosion and lack of riparian vegBLM in federal court over grazing etation," says Carter.
Carter has taken it upon himself to
leases in Smiths Fork near the town of
Kemmerer, Wyo. In 1986, the BLM collect data showing the damage to
ranked the 90,000-acre Smiths Fork Forest Service and BLM lands in order
grazing allotment as worst among 204 co refute the claims of no damage by
allotments in the southwest part of the agencies and ranchers. Not chat it's
been a simple venture. "Last fall,
Wyoming. While the BLM continues
to be critical of overgrazing in Smiths while I was in the West Fork Black's
Fork's riparian and wetland areas, cat- Fork collecting data on watershed contle continue to graze in sensitive areas dition, I was confronted by a sheep
despite fences and range riders that rancher who threatened to kill me," he
are supposed to keep them out .. Of 57 said. "A shot was fired and his threats
miles of screams and riparian areas, were carried out with his gun in his
hand."
only nine are properly functioning.
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A fence guards riparian areas in the Lemhi River. a tributary to the Upper Salmon.
Bonneville Power Administration photo.

~pper Salmon River
Hijacki~g the salmon
Every spring, high up in the
Upper Salmon River basin an
entire
creek
disappears
behind a gravel dam. The
gravel, scraped from the river
bottom by a buJldozer, is
pushed up to block the channel. The
dam redirects the creek onto an adjacent ranch and through a network of
pipes and ditches. Members of three
imperiled species - salmon, steelhead, and bull trout - vanish along
with the water.
Until it was hijacked, Lake Creek
had been flowing down from the
White Cloud Peaks in Central Idaho, a
vast roadless area.
This scene is often repeated
throughout the Upper Salmon River
basin, one of the Columbia River's few
tributary basins that has escaped significant development, with much of it
preserved as wilderness. But chat
doesn't make it pristine.
In addition to thousands of cows,
there are a thousand tiny irrigation
dams that provide water for livestock
or the crops they eat. Made of gravel,
rock, wood and plastic, these irrigation
diversions, like the one in Lake Creek,
cake water right out from under the
fish. They trap baby salmon on their
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way out to the ocean, they block adults
on their way back to spawn, they split
rivers into isolated segments, and they
cause water temperatures to rise to
lethal levels.
Historically, the Upper Salmon
basin was a prolific producer of
salmon, despite the great distance
between the ocean and its spawning
areas - some of which are 1,000 miles
upstream of the Columbia River's
mouth. The Salmon River is thought
to have produced more than 40 percent of the Columbia River Basin's
spring and summer Chinook salmon.
As recently as the lace 1960's, the
Snake's wild salmon and summer
sreelhead runs exceeded 120,000. But
by 1992 the salmon declined to the
point where they were listed as a
threatened species. In 1997 steelhead
were listed, as were bull trout in 1998.
Salmon populations had declined
significantly by the mid-20th century
before the major post-war spurt in dam
building. Hydropower was only one
cause of the decline, and it came after
the decline was already well underway.
The role of tiny dams in the salmon's
destruction has received scant attention in comparison with the behemoths hundreds of miles downstream
on the Snake and the Columbia - yet
they can be just as deadly. In 1956, one

study found that 1 million srnolts died
every year in 250 diversions along 500
miles of the Salmon River.
In 1999, Kaz Thea, executive
director for the Alliance for the Wild
Rockies, an environmental group,
counted 52 dead steelhead and rainbow trout, and 23 dead bull trout of
various ages, in a single a diversion in
the Lemhi River basin, which is a tributary co the Salmon River. At the time
she was a biologist with the Fish and
Wildlife Serivce. "The water was shut
off in che diversion, and the fish died,
despite efforts to rescue them from the
ditch," she says.
In October 2000, two environmental groups - Western Watersheds
Project and the Committee for Idaho's
High Desert - sent letters to 150 livestock producers in the Upper Salmon,
notifying the producers that they
intended co sue for violations of the
Endangered Species Act.
"That was deliberately intended
to send a shock wave," said Laird
Lucas of the Land and Water Fund of
the Rockies, che lawyer who handled
the cases. "We've brought six or seven
cases, and in not a one has it gone to
final judgment. They are changing
their practices before we can gee a
court order telling them to do it."
Consider che Pahsimeroi River,
which drains some 845 square miles.
Its valley is mostly under private ownership and heavily irrigated for hay and
grazing. All major tributaries to the
Pahsimeroi are dewarered in the lower
reaches during the irrigation season
and are inaccessible co Chinook for
spawning.
One
rancher,
Judd
Whitworth, siphoned water through an
unlined, leaky ditch across several
miles of public lands. Water escaped
the ditch and ran down a dirt road,
killing bull trout along for the ride.
Or consider the East Fork Salmon
River watershed, where rancher James
Bennetts diverts Herd Creek water
down an unlined ditch for approximately one-quarter mile until it reaches a hole in the ground, which is covered by a metal grate. Water flows
through the grate and into the hole,
and then through a buried pipe to his
property for irrigation.
The groups sued Bennetts in 2001
for killing threatened salmon, steelhead, and bull trou c by "significantly
impairing essential behavioral patterns, including breeding, spawning,
rearing, migrating, feeding or sheltering" - a violation of the Endangered
Species Act. The lawsuit also claims
Bennetts allowed cattle grazing to
degrade the river and riparian habitat,
denuding strearnside vegetation, compacting soil, and causing streambanks
to erode.

In the Salmon basin, even the federal government is in the bu-siness of
despoiling the salmon's critical spawning and rearing habitat. The Forest
Service
and
Bureau
of Land
Management operate more than 1,000
diversions, killing the same salmon
that these and other federal agencies
have been spending billions of dollars
to save. Many of these diversions,
located within the Salmon-Challis
National Forest or on lands managed
by the BLM's Challis and Salmon field
offices, do not have fish screens.
Western Watersheds
and the
· Committee for Idaho's High Desert
sued the two agencies in 2001 for illegally killing endangered species with
those diversions. The groups also contend the agencies broke the law by
failing co consult with the National
Marine
Fisheries
Service on the
impacts those diversions have on
endangered fish.
This year, Whitworth, Bennetts
and the Forest Service each settled
their lawsuits. The Forest Service
agreed co consult with National
Marine Fisheries Service on compliance with the Endangered Species
Act, and to evaluate the diversions'
effects
on
salmon
and
trout.
Whitworth and Bennetts agreed to end
wasteful diversions and other fishkilling practices. The BLM has yet to
settle.
Gail Baer, a spokeswoman for the
Forest Service in Salmon, Idaho, said
neither agency would comment on the
complaint.
"Throughout the West, outmoded
irrigation diversions are a major problem for fish," says Jon Marvel, executive director of Western Watersheds
Project. "Yet the federal agencies have
sac on their hands and done nothing,
even where the diversions are on public lands."
"We will closely watch what the
Forest Service
does to req LI ire
improvements in these diversions,"
said CIHD director Katie Fite. "ESA
requires that the Forest Service ensure
that diversions on public lands no
longer kill or harm the fish. This
means many irrigators will have co
spend time and money to improve
their operations."
Meanwhile the Alliance for the
Wild Rockies is pressing the Fish and
Wildlife Service to declare additional
protection for bull trout habitat across
its range. The Alliance has won a court
settlement with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, requiring the agency
to designate critical habitat for bull
trout across more than 250,000 miles of ~
potential habitat from the Pacific ,R
~
Ocean to the Continental Divide.
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Healed? Not quite
The Gila River is the only
U.S. river basin with all of its
freshwater
fish
species
extinct, on the Endangered
Species List, or recommended for listing. In almost every
instance, livestock grazing is a major
factor.
The Gila begins in the mountains
of western New Mexico, reaching the
Colorado River 500 miles downstream
at Yuma. Cattle have been part of the
landscape since rhe late 1500s when
Spaniards arrived. River health has
declined ever since. Dozens of species
of fish, mammals, amphibians and
songbirds including the Jaguar, Bell's
vireo, yellow-billed cuckoo, Southwest
willow flycatcher, Chiricahua leopard
frog, Gila chub, Gila trout, and the
spikedace have suffered as a result.
T n 1998, the For est Service made a
momentous decision: cows would be
banned from riparian areas along tributaries in the upper watersheds of the
Gila basin. Congress wrote a check for
$400,000 and fences went up along the
water line for 230 miles.
HighCountry News hailed it as "an
unprecedented
legal agreement"
between the Forest Service and two
environmental
groups,
Forest
Guardians of Santa Fe and the Center
for Biological Diversity of Tucson. As
many as 15,000 cattle left 230 miles of
rivers and streams in the Gila and its
tributaries, the San Francisco, Blue
and Verde. "All told, it was one of the
largest, if not the largest, single exodus
of cattle in the post-Taylor Grazing Act
history of federal land management,"
reporter Tony Davis wrote ("Healing
the Gila," HCN, October 22, 2001).
The cows that stayed headed to
higher ground. Besides fences, the
deal called for the Forest Service t0
build new watering areas, which is
already causing heavier grazing pressure around sensitive upland springs.
Some of these areas have become so
degraded by livestock -- dewatered by
spring developments, trampled by
hooves, denuded of vegetation -- that
federal agencies no longer recognize
them as riparian, says Kirsten Spade of
Forest Guardians.
In 2000, the most recent year
records are available,
the Forest
Service did no monitoring on nearly
half the 870 grazing allotments in the
Southwest, involving millions of acres
of rangeland. Of the 469 it did monitor,
190 had violations in riparian areas,
upland areas or both. Of these, 69 were
riparian violations.
The environmentalists are going
back to court.
In October 2001, the Center for
Biological Diversity filed suit against
89 livestock grazing allotments on five
national forests in the Gila. Although

nearly 900 miles of rivers running
through these allotments has been
designated as "critical habitat" for two
threatened fish (the loach minnow and
spikedace), the Forest Service has
refused to review the impacts of livestock grazing on the streams, according
to the lawsuit.
Forest Guardians filed suit April 4,
2001 in federal district court in Tucson
alleging the Forest Service has failed
to

prorecr

numerous

endangered

species from harm due to livestock
grazing on seven New Mexico and
Arizona national forests. The lawsuit,
filed by endangered species litigator
Robert Wiygul on behalf of Forest
Guardians, claims the Forest Service is
violating the Endangered Species Act
by allowing overgrazing and failing tO
monitor and limit livestock grazing on
nearly 1 million acres of national forest
land.
"Blindly
perrrurnng
livestock
grazing in the absence of monitoring to
ensure ecosystem recovery and health
is completely
unacceptable,"
says
Stade. "Once again, the Forest Service
has completely ignored its own legal
mandates to manage our rivers, grasslands and forests for the needs of
native fish and wildlife-before allowing livestock grazing."
John Horning of Forest Guardians
says the Forest Service either has no
idea whether grazing is affecting listed
species or has brazenly allowed livestock to reach levels that harm species,
both actions
in violation
of the
Endangered Species Act.
"Cattle are polluting
water and
mining the biologically rich streamside
zone," says Horning. "The Forest
Service continues ro bend over backwards to accommodate a few ranchers,
and sacrifice our wildlife, plants and
streams." The groups say the Forest
Service must reduce cattle numbers on
hundreds of allotments and prohibit
grazing along streams in order to
ensure immediate recovery of these
biologically important areas.
Forest Guardians filed their tenth
in a series of lawsuits on May 7, 2001,
to ask that the Forest Service heed the
advice of its own biologists, and take
action to protect endangered fish and
wildlife on the 25,000 acre Copper
Creek grazing allotment. The Copper
Creek allotment, on the Gila National
Forest, was the subject of a recent
study by Forest Service biologists who
found the area severely degraded as a
result of livestock grazing. The study
concluded that in order co protect and
restore the streams, watersheds, and
wildlife of the area, livestock grazing
should be immediately halted on the
allotment.
Despite the findings of the scudy,
which was completed in 1998, the

Forest Service has co date failed to
remove livestock co protect the environment of the Copper Creek allotment. In fact, the lawsuit alleges, the
Forest Service has failed t0 complete
the formal
consultation
process
required under the Endangered
Species Act, a process set up in order
co ensure that agency actions do not
harm endangered wildlife.
The Copper Creek allotment, like
most areas on National Forest lands
throughout the Southwest, affects the
homes of a vast array of endangered
wildlife species, including the Jaguar,
Southwest
willow
flycatcher,
Chiricah ua leopard frog, loach minnow
and spikedace. It is also, according co
Forest Guardians, just one of many
allotments on which
the Forest
Service is ignoring evidence that livestock grazing must be halted in order
co protect native wildlife and their
habitat.
The Gila National Forest has been
the subject of previous litigation by
Forest Guardians and other groups
who allege that continued livestock
grazing is causing irreparable damage
to watersheds and streams and endangered wildlife such as the Mexican
Gray Wolf, the Gila Trout, and the
Mexican Spotted Owl. The continued
presence of the livestock industry on
public lands, the groups argue, is fundamentally incompatible with restoring the balance of nature on these
lands. The suit, which is the largest
ever filed against cattle grazing in the
Western U.S., asks the federal court co
halt livestock grazing in Mexican spotted owl habitat until the Forest service
rcinitiates consultation on ics Forest
Plans. Mexican spotted owl habitat

includes approximately
t3 million
acres of Southwestern national forest
lands.
In addition to Forest Guardians,
other groups filing the suit include
Gila
Watch,
White
Mountain
Conservation League, Carson Forest
Watch, Maricopa Audubon Society,
Animal Protection of New Mexico,
Forest Conservation Council, Arizona
Wildlife Federation and T & E Inc.
The groups represent more than
50,000 residents of the Southwest who
believe public lands should be managed primarily for the protection of
fish and wildlife.
·
The U.S. Forest Service is violating the Endangered Species Act by
failing to ensure adequate river flows
for endangered fish and songbirds in
the Upper Gila River basin of New
Mexico and Arizona, according to a
suit filed July 9, 2001 by Forest
Guardians. The complaint alleges that
the Forest Service failed to consider
endangered species when it issued
over 300 "special use permits" which
allow entities to divert and store water
from the Gila and Verde Rivers and
their tributaries. The suit also claims
that the Forest Service has not been
complying
with
the
National
Environmental
Policy Act and the
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act in it's
administration
of the Special Use
Permit program.
"The Forest Service is not giving
legally required consideration of the
substantial contribution of these permits co drying up rivers, with deadly
consequences to endangered fish and
wildlife," says Scott Cameron, Forest
Guardians' Clean Water Coordinator.

l~~n Day River
Double trouble for wild fish
Cows ravage the headwaters
of the John Day, while ranchers and the Bureau of Land
Management
dewater the
lower river. For fish, this
equation has meant trouble
for a century.
"Most spawning and rearing is JO
the headwaters and is affected by livestock first and foremost," says Bill
Marlett, executive director of the
Oregon Natural Desert Association.
"You've got too many people taking too much water out of the river,
and not enough is left in stream for
fish, wildlife, recreation and other
instrearn needs," says Kimberley
Priestley of Waterwatch, an Oregon
group that monitors such things.
In the John Day, most irrigators
don't measure their water use. Stace
officials can't manage the system,
because they have no idea how much
water is going out. But at U.S.G.S. stations along the river, they can tell how
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little water is staying in the river. It's
not much. The BLM says the total
water diversions
permitted for the
basin account for 76 percent of the
basin's average annual discharge.
Biologists
with the
Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife say
the John Day's endangered salmon
need ten-fold increases in water flows
to meet their needs. Instead, the water
is being diverted onto fields for growing cattle feed. Even the BLM itself
withdraws water to grow cattle feed on
its lands. It could legally transfer the
rights to that water to state agencies
for instream flows to protect fish.
The tragedy is that the John Day
is home to one of the few remaining
exclusively
wild
runs of spring
Chinook salmon and summer steelhead trout in the world. The John Day
is distinguished
by the largest and
most diverse native fish populations in
Oregon, including redband trout, bull
trout, and west slope cutthroat trout.

Grazing and low flows in the John Day River mean trouble for salmon. Photo courtesy
WaterWatch of Oregon.

With .500 miles of undammed
waters, the John Day is the secondlongest free-flowing river in the continental United States. With some of its
headwaters protected as wilderness,
the John Day seems like the ideal
place to nurture wild salmon. And it
would be it weren't for grazing-caused
damage in most of its headwaters and
dewatering the lower river.
In the headwaters, the river and its
tributaries are much shallower, wider,
warmer, and have fewer rearing pools
than did it cou Id.
Bathtub-like water temperatures
upwards of 75 degrees led the late
grazing reform advocate
Denzel
Ferguson to observe, "The only way a
steelhead can make it down the
Middle Fork of the John Day is on a
motorcycle at midnight."
In the John Day basin, some 90
percent of the landscape is grazed.
There are 119 federal grazing allotments, including 64 in Wild and
Scenic segments. Most Wild and
Scenic segments suffer from severe
erosion and sedimentation caused by
grazing, extreme fluctuations in water
temperature, poor water quality, and
degraded habitat, according to the
Bureau of Land Management. Yet the
BLM allowed grazing in these segments until it forced by an Oregon
Natural Desert Association lawsuit in
the late 1990s to get the cows out of
there to deal with the impacts of cows
on the Wild and Scenic reaches of the
John Day. "Even then, the BLM persists in doing everything it can to keep
grazing on the river," says Bill Marlett,
ONDA's executive director.
The Oregon's Department of
Environmental Quality says the John
Day and many of its tributaries fail to
meet state water quality standards,
mainly due to excessive summer-time
water temperatures caused by cows

trampling streambanks and denuding
shorelines of shade-giving vegetation.
"Despite the well-documented
connection between livestock grazing
and the demise of the John Day's
wilderness, wildlife, and recreational
values, the BLM has done almost
nothing to improve this river's chances
of recovery," says Marlett.
In June 2000, the BLM issued its
long-awaited "Wild and Scenic" management plan for the John Day. The
BLM said it could have little direct
influence over the health of the watershed due to the small amount of land
they administer because much of the
BLM land is in smaller tracts surrounded by private land, making management of the private lands even
more of an influence on BLM lands.
Because of the John Day's popularity as a recreational river, fecal coliform (bacteria originating from livestock waste) is also a very real concern.
Most raft floats on the John Day are
extended trips that involve washing
dishes with river water, and many visitors come into direct contact with the
river through boating, angling, and
swimming. Continued grazing here
could lead to serious public health
problems.
"The John Day is supposed to be
one of the wildest rivers in the
Northwest, buc for 100 years it has
been bled dry by poor irrigation management," says Waterwatch's Priestley.
"The river is dying and unless we get
flows up and cows out, we are going to
lose an Oregon treasure."

A federal appeals court ruled that cattle overgrazing threatens the life of the Owyhee. seen
here as it flows through canyons in southwest Idaho. Photo by George Wuerthner

Wild and scenic cattle grazing
The canyonlands of Owyhee
country are carved deep into
the high desert. The Owyhee.
Jarbidge,
Bruneau . hide in
.
gaping canyons
in
some
places a thousand feet of
sheer basalt below the plateau where
Oregon, Idaho and Nevada meet ..
As Gilly Lyons, a longtime grazing
activist put it, "it's the deep, incised
basalt canyons and the waters flowing
through them chat capture the hearts
and minds of most visitors. Literally
hundreds of miles of rivers and
screams crisscross the Canyonlands'
three million acres. These waterways
tumble and gurgle across three state
lines, undaunted by political boundaries."
The Jarbridge flows into the
Bruneau in Southwest Idaho, and the
Bruneau enters the Snake. The
Owyhee takes a course through
Nevada and Idaho before veering west
into Oregon, and then north where it
meets the Snake near Vale.
Oregon, Idaho and Nevada have
vastly differing ideas about what to do
with this shared desert cape. Oregon
boasts about 200 Wild and Scenic
River miles in the Owyhee (the North
Fork Owyhee, the West Little
Owyhee, and the mainstem Owyhee).
Idaho and Nevada have none. In
Idaho, 344 river miles have been
deemed "eligible" by the BLM for
Wild and Scenic River designation;
Nevada has 26 such eligible miles.
The cow's presence
is felt

throughout the Owyhee landscape,
polluting
the water,
dewatering
streams, trampling seeps and springs,
and inviting a weed invasion of epic
scale. In 1996, the BLM again examined the health of the streams in the
Owyhee, and found that 91 percent of
the stream miles inventoried were in
unsatisfactory condition. In fact, the
BLM had found streams were in worse
condition than 15 years before.
In September 2002, the 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals in San
Francisco said enough. In upholding a
lower court ruling requiring the BLM
co remove half the cattle from che
Owyhee Canyonlands, and to improve
range and stream conditions, the court
ruled that grazing hurt fish and
wildlife.
"Water is life, and the health of
the Owyhee depends on the health of
its streams," the appeals court said.
"Unfortunately, cattle overgrazing now
threatens the life of the Owyhee."
The appeals court ruling could
impact the entire West. "This is the
most direct address of the environmental harms of grazing by a federal
appeals court, said Boise attorney
Laird Lucas, who teamed with William
Eddie of the Land and Water Fund of
the Rockies to represent Western
Watersheds
Project
and
the
Committee for Idaho's High Desert.
"The ruling that BLM's grazing management is badly outdated will have
impact far beyond the Owyhee
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The Big Dry--------------------Canyonlands because the same problems exist across the West."
"Ranchers will have to manage
their cows to protect the land or get
out of the business," said Katie Fite,
CIHD's executive director.
Five years ago, environmentalists
scored one of their most decisive victories over damage caused by grazing.
In 1998, the Oregon Natural Desert
Association sued the BLM in 1998 for
failing to protect and enhance the river's values as required by the Wild and
Scenic Rivers Act. The Owyhee lands
host more than 200 species of wildlife,
including peregrine falcons, golden
eagles, pronghorn antelope,
elk,
cougars, bobcats, redband trout, and
sage grouse, and all are threatened by
grazing. The lush riparian areas and
high altitude forests are also threatened.

The U.S. District Court of Oregon
ordered the BLM to permanently
eliminate all cattle grazing from all
areas in the Owyhee Wild and Scenic
River corridor.
ONDA won the case, forcing the
BLM to remove cattle from most of
the river canyon and, along with its
partners in Oregon, has now set its
sights on securing the court's decision
with permanent protection of the
canyon as wilderness or a national conservation area.
On the Idaho side, activists campaigned
for a two-million acre
National Monument during the last
few
months
of the
Clinton
Administration.. While the campaign
did attract national attention to this
remarkable place, in the end, the
Owyhee Canyonlands was not among
Clinton's new monuments.

abilities may have been lessened by as
much as 70 fold through decreased
vegetative height," Corning says.
Cattle, unlike sheep, congregate
on riparian wetland habitats during hot
weather for much of each 24-hour period. Riparian and riparian wetland
habitats are the coolest areas during
hot weather, and they provide the
most succulent forage for cattle. By
losing its wetlands, the river basin can
store much Jess water to cushion the
drought's effects.
"The local drought that may be
entering the third year has only

for sage grouse, an imperiled species,
and for antelope, elk and moose, bald
eagles, and peregrine falcons. The
Sweetwater River has high value habitat for nesting and migrating mallards,
sand.hill cranes and Canada geese.
In 2000, the first year of drought,
the Bureau of Land Management
allowed cows co overgraze the valley.
In 2001, with conditions even more
severe, the BLM ordered cattle off a
portion of the range. Ranchers accused
the BLM of having a policy of "save
everything but the rancher."
The BLM is now conducting an

emphasized

environmental

the importance

of good

functioning wetlands," Corning says.
"Well functioning riparian wetlands
could have made a significant difference during this period of drought,
both locally and within Wyoming.
The Sweetwater basin is habitat

rangeland

health

assessment of grazing covering the
entire Sweetwater drainage. It also
planned to conduce an economic survey, but new BLM director Kathleen
Clarke shut it down after heavy lobbying by the ranching industry.

~~g Hole River
Ode to fluvial Arctic grayling
The Big Hole River is home
to a small fish that is common
in Canada and Alaska, but
lives nowhere else in the lower 48 states: the fluvial Arctic
grayliug (fluvial means riverdwelling). Drought, grazing and water
withdrawals have contributed to the
grayling's near demise in the Big Hole.
Fluvial Arctic grayling live here
only because the river has no dams,
says Bruce Farling of Montana Trout
Unlimited. The group's campaign in
1965 co stop a dam preserved a river
some say is the prettiest in the west.
This year the Bureau of Land
Management recommended protecting two screeches of the Big Hole as
Wild and Scenic.
But its survival in the Big Hole
depends on healthy river flows. For
generations water has been diverced
from the river for irrigation and
stock watering. Low
flows kill grayling by
stranding eggs or
young
fish,
making it easier
for predators to feed on
ones that are concentrated in the
remaining water. Grayling also
become stranded in irrigation ditches
and die when the headgates are closed
before the fish return to the river.
Diversions cause higher water temperatures that can be lethal to fish.
The Big Hole River flows from the
Bitterroot Range through 150 miles of
high alpine valleys, steep canyons and
broad plains in the southwest corner of
Montana, until it finally joins two other rivers to form the Jefferson River.
Fur trappers in the early t800's told of
a valley with thousands of acres covered with riparian shrubs and beaver
dams. Since then the river has been
scarred with the removal of woody
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Overgrazing damages wetlands in the Sweetwater. including some that are 2.000 years old.
Photo by Ray Corning

Sweetwater River
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Cattle grazing is making the
effects of drought
more
severe along the Sweetwater
River as it flows down the
eastern flank of the Wind
River Mountains, near the
Oregon, California, Mormon and Pony
Express trails, and past Independence
Rock and Devil's Gate.
Cows run over 1 million acres publie lands north and south of the river,
trampling and overgrazing its ancient
riparian wetlands.
"These riparian wetlands may
have formed as early as 2,000 years
ago," says Ray Corning, a retired fishery biologist who lives in Lander, Wyo.
"Sheep were grazed for many years in
much of this area with little lasting
damage to riparian wetland areas. All

this changed
when sheep were
replaced with cattle in the 60s and early 70s. Cattle grazing has nearly eliminated the water retaining capabilities
of the various riparian wetlands in less
than SO years."
Overgrazing prevents the replenishment of dead organic matter formerly supplied by sedges, grasses, and
other vegetation, says Corning, who at
one time was principal fisheries biologist for the Bureau of Land
Management. Most riparian wetlands
of the Sweetwater basin are in a perilous condition because of the rapid
rate at which this dead matter - known
as humus is being eroded.
"Conditions are further exacerbated
by overgrazed wetlands and surrounding uplands, as former snow trapping

riparian vegetation, overgrazing, poorly
designed irrigation structures, logging,
alien weeds, and mining. The valley
bottom is mostly privately owned by
large intact cattle ranches and is managed mostly for hay production and
livestock grazing. Development pressures are increasing steadily.
The grayling once ranged east to
Michigan, but no more. The numbers
of grayling declined in the United
States by the 1980's to this one remaining native population. And they are in
serious trouble here. In 1999, biologists counted 35 adult graylings per
mile, down from 97 per mile in 1997.
Biologists
fear the grayling's
unique gene pool could be lost. The
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service says the
grayling's listing as a protected species
is warranted but precluded by the
efforts of ranchers and others to protect it.
Irrigation
diversions
m
August
and
September
1988
were so extreme
that no flow was
recorded at the
U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) gaging station at the
town of Wisdom. Montana Fish,
Wildlife and Parks has determined that
a minimum of 20 cubic feet per second
is necessary for the grayling co survive.
Those minimum flows have not
been met at times this summer, reaching a low of just 6 cfs. Biologists say
maintaining a 60 cfs flow throughout
the river system are needed to sustain
a healthy population of grayling in the
Big Hole.
In response to these extremely low
flows, a number of Big Hole ranchers
voluntarily reduced the amount of
water they were diverting, and some
ranchers agreed to temporarily close

Cattle graze habitat for Lahontan cutthroat trout in the Little Humboldt River. BLM photo.

A fisherman casts a line in the Big Hole River. where low flows threaten the fluvial Arctic
grayling. Photo by Scott Wheeler.

their ditches if alternate stock water plant the fish into four other rivers in
was supplied.
Montana. None of these efforts have
"While low flows continue to be a been deemed a success yet.
concern in the Big Hole basin, flows
The state has also built 19 new
have improved dramatically due ro our water projects to help provide alternaDrought Management Planm," says tive sources of water for the ranchers.
Randy Smith, chairman of the Big These projects have tapped wells or
Hole Watershed Committee. "Despite springs away from the river. Future
low snowpack and drought conditions efforts will address riparian damage.
during the past four years, our local
"To date, we have constructed 19
efforts have maintained flows through wells or springs for landowners,"
much of the summer and avoided a "There are certain reaches that are in
fish kill. The success of the Drought need of riparian enhancement," says
Management Plan is apparent when Jim Magee, a fisheries biologist with
comparing flows from similar drought Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks.
years before our community effort."
"While we have been concentrating on
Smith provided data showing the flows, riparian enhancement projects
number of days with low flows has are on our agenda."
decreased since 1998. In 1998, there
Grazing damage is also a concern
were 65 days of flows less than 10 cfs, co environmentalists. "There are parts
compared with 40 days in 2001.
of the main stem where the riparian
Despite the apparent improve- has been beat up by overgrazing," says
ment, state fisheries biologists say the Farting. "We have an overwidened
grayling is still in enough danger chat channel where it takes more water co
they have been attempting to trans- provide cover for the fish."

production threaten co eliminate the
cutthroat from the basin.
The South Fork Little Humboldt
is home to one of these four populations, but perhaps not for long. The
habitat is getting worse, according co
the Bureau of Land Management, and
Oro Vaca, the Colorado company that
grazes cattle on both private and public land in the basin, has resisted
efforts co protect it.
Since 1999, the BLM has been
trying to improve conditions in the
South Fork, while, Oro Vaca has
repeatedly appealed these reforms.
That isn't to say that the BLM's
efforts are adequate. For example, ic
plans to fence about 4 miles of cutthroat habitat, leaving more than a
dozen miles unfenced. The fencing
does not keep cattle out of the streams
and riparian areas. Rather, it fences
them in.
Oro Vaca's lands are "even more
devastated than the public lands," says
Laird Lucas, of the Land and Water
Fund of the Rockies. "According to
federal agency data and photos that we
have obtained, the streambanks are
almost completely denuded, unstable,
eroding and downcut. The streams are

filled with sediment and water temperatures are often at levels lethal to
trout."
The BLM made changes in grazing practices on Oro Vaca's public grazing allotments in 1999 after consulting
with the Fish and Wildlife Service.
The changes protected trout habitat.
But Oro Vaca appealed co the Interior
Board of Land Appeals, and won.
In 2000 the BLM again consulted
with the Fish and Wildlife Service,
which issued a "jeopardy" ruling,
meaning Oro Vaca's cows threatened
the continued existence of Lahontan
cutthroat trout. In response, the RT ,M
again ordered tighter grazing restrictions, and again Oro Vaca appealed. It
lost before the Interior lands board,
but won a half-victory in federal court.
The BLM agreed to let cattle stay on
the land all summer long.
Stream conditions worsened as a
result. In 2001, after two years of
excessive grazing, the BLM again
ordered restrictions.
The photos on this page indicate
Oro Vaca continued to allow its cattle
co trample riparian areas and streams.
A new grazing plan was put in
effect in 2002.

Yampa River
COLORADO

Little HumboldtRiver

NEVADA

Remnants of Lake Lahontan
The Lahoncan cutthroat trout
once occupied thousands
miles of streams in Nevada
and California. Today it is
confined co a few hundred
miles of streams - most of
which are isolated from each other.
Since 1970, it has been listed as a
threatened species.
Four remnant populations of
Lahontan trout can be found in the

Humboldt River of northern Nevada,
the only major basin entirely within
Nevada, flowing south and east from
mountains in northeascern Nevada
before vanishing into the Humboldt
Sink in western Nevada. Thousands of
years ago the area was inundated by
huge Lake Lahontan, which gives the
trout its name, before it turned mostly
to desert. Today low summer flows
and river damage caused by livestock

Dinosaur monument, dinosaur management
Colorado's Yampa River takes
a notable place in the West's
long-running drama over river
protection. Once at the center
of an historic fight over dams,
the Yampa now stands in the
middle of a precedent-setting dispute
over grazing.
The Yampa flows from the mountains of Moffatt and Routt counties in
the northwestern corner Colorado. As
the Yampa approaches the Green
River and the Utah border, it enters
Dinosaur National Monument. Cattle
have grazed in the Monument for over
a century, but the National Park

Service is now considering a controversial plan to throw the cows out.
Meanwhile, two environmental
groups are preparing to rake ranchers
to federal court in an effort to move
cows off public lands higher up in the
Yampa basin. In an appeal this year of
one grazing permit, Sinapu, of
Boulder, Colo., and the Western
Watersheds Project of Hailey, Idaho,
claimed that grazing threatens rare,
sensitive and declining species such as
listed Colorado River native fish and
sage grouse in the Yampa basin. They
CONTINUED
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The Big Dry-------------------also
said
the
Bureau
of Land
Management failed co do what it could
to reduce water quality problems in
che basin.
The two groups' appeal of one
grazing permit was denied chis year by
the Interior Lands Board of Appeals,
bur may resurface next year with 74
other contested grazing permits in a
federal lawsuit. The two groups claim
the BLM's grazing program in the
Yampa basin fails co comply with the
agency's land-use plan and violates the
acional Environmental Policy Ace, or
NEPA.
That land-use plan, developed in
the 1980s, is hopelessly out of date,"
says Jon Marvel, executive director of
Western Watersheds.
The appeal contended chat the
BLM failed to monitor grazing damage
in wetlands, including springs and
seeps, according to the groups' appeal.
The B LM has docu men red water
quality problems in major streams, but
ignores damage co springs, small
screams and tributaries, the appeal
said. The BLJ\.I also reported chat past
water developments and fences protecci ng springs have not been maintained, and allowed
them co be
degraded. Yee the BL~l persists in
keeping livestock numbers high, the
complaint said.
Bue John Husband,
the BL;\[
manager in the area, said the agency is
"managing the grazing program to

meet land
health standards
and
improve resource conditions.
We're
doing a great job, making positive
changes as necessary."
The allorrnenrs
covered by the
appeal include potential habitat for the
four endangered Colorado fish- humpback chub, bonycail chub, Colorado
pike minnow and razorback sucker,
among ocher species. But the BLM
denies grazing harms those species.
The BLM also violated irs own
regulations
by failing co determine
whether stream temperatures or levels
of fecal coliform meet state water quality standards, the complaint said.
Drought, grazing and irrigation
diversions have taken a huge toll this
year on the Yampa. Flows at Maybell,
upstream from Dinosaur National
\Jonumenc, h,I\ e run at IO percent of
normal all summer long, and were at
an all-time low in August.
Conditions in the river could have
been much worse. In the 1950s, the
Bureau of Reclamation
planned co
build two large dams inside Dinosaur
National
l\lonument--one
in Echo
Park
and
the
ocher
near Split
l\louncain--as
pare of the Upper
Colorado River Storage Project. Both
dams would
have inundated
large
areas in the Yampa under a reservoir
largely for the purpose of irrigating hay
and alfalfa for livestock.
But in 1956, Congress passed a law
banning Echo Park dam, as well as all

"In Pacific High, nm Palmer brings
the long-overlooked, overdeveloped,
and overlogged Pacific Coast Ranges
into brilliant focus. With a naturalist's
eye and a poet's heart, Palmer pays
passionate attention to the wonders
that remain among these coastal
mountains, and he conveys an acute
sense of what has been Jost. I can
think of no better guide for this
desert-to-tundra journey."
-Tim McNulty, author of Washington's
Wild Rivers and OlympicNational Park: A
Natural History

" ... the nearest thing to enjoying nine
months of leisurely coastal adventuring with an extraordinarily knowledgeable and reflective old friend. Palmer
eloquently and companionably shares
his delights and his occasional miseries, his joy in the eternal fascination
of landscape, his pained yet hopeful
reactions to human impacts on it,
and his wonder at the still-surviving
wilderness and grandeur along the
continent's edge."
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Low flows hampered the Yampa River in 2002. Photo by George Wuerthner.
darns
m
National
Parks
and
Monuments,
In
1960,
Congress
increased the park's size to 210,000
acres to protect the Yampa and Green
Riv er canyons. It also ordered the
eventual end of grazing within the
Ionumenr's
boundaries.
Today, 42
years later, the cows are still around.
The Park Sen ice is now preparing an
Environmental
Impact Statement that
will evaluate the question of whether
the cows should go. The final EIS is
due in November with a decision coming in January 2003.
Today
nine
permittces
graze
80,000 acres within the monument.
One of those permittees is the
Mantle
family.
When
Dinosaur

expanded in 1938 and ineorporared
more than 200,000 acres of Bureau of
Land
1anagement lands, the Mantle
family received grazing rights on about
32,000 acres.
The Mantles have allowed their
cattle co roam into unauthorized
areas
of the Monument along the Yampa.
Willows and ocher wetland , cgerarion
have been stripped bare, rare alcove
bog orchids have been Jose, and microbiocic crusts that prevent erosion have
been
crushed,
according
to
the
• ational
Park
Conservation
Association.
It said one side of the
canyon is trampled so badly it may
take 200 years to return it to its natural state.

Kern River

CALIFORNIA

This cud's for you
With its unique brilliant
color, Golden trout are
native co just one river
system on the planer,
the Kern in California's
southern
Sierras.
Golden trout, California's state fish,
survive in the alpine meadows of the
Kern Plateau.
The golden trout has been in trouble since the start of the 20th century,
when brown trout from Europe and
rainbow trout from ocher Western
rivers were introduced into the Kern.
By the 1940's biologists noticed that
the golden trout had become rather
ordinary looking. The rare fish had
been interbreeding with other species.
All this time, the Kern's alpine
meadows were being heavily grazed
by several ranchers. By the 1990s, the
pure strains of golden trout had been
isolated from ocher species,
but not
from cattle. Cows owned by beermaker Anheuser-Busch and three families

had destroyed most of the wet alpine
meadows and caused massive erosion
along the river beds. Sagebrush had
replaced native vegetation.
One of the ranchers is grazing cattle in the sensitive Mulkey
Creek
watershed at the top of the Kern basin.
"That's some of the only remaining
pure strain California golden trout
habitat,"
says Bret Matzke, public
lands director for California Trout.
"We've lost the species pretty much.
There may be a few populations out
there that might not be hybridized."
But the Budweiser bovines are
gone. In 2001, the Forest Service
announced it had cancelled Anheuser
Busch's two 10-year permits co graze in
Inyo National
Forest and in the
Golden Trout Wilderness. The decision also meant no more Budweiser
cows in the Sequoia National Park,
where they often grazed illegally.
The decision to get rid of the
Budweiser cows marked the first time

At ShoreBank Pacific we see business,
community

and the environment

as

connected by a single strand. To find
out how you can support this unique
philosophy with your federally insured
deposit, please call or visit us online.
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This former wetlands in the Upper Kem Basin has been heavily grazed by cows.
Photo by George Wuerthner

grazing allotments in the entire state
of California had been rested for
resource protection. But it did not
come easily for the Forest Service.
Initially the agency proposed to allow
the cows to remain, even though it
acknowledged they would continue to
damage golden trout habitat. The
Forest Service also admitted it would
have to build fencing in wilderness
areas to keep cows om of screams,
even though "fencing in designated
wilderness may not meet the intent of
the Wilderness Act." Experts from the
Bureau of Land
Management's
National Riparian Service not only
advised the Forest Service the grazing
should continue, but found no need
for any change in grazing management.
But after the In.yo National Forest
received some 1.300 comments from
the public in support of a proposal tO
eliminate Budweiser's cows from the
Kern, the agency changed its mind.
Budweiser's two permits were cancelled as of September 30, 2001, "to
comply with the intent of the
Wilderness Acc." But the decision will
be reviewed in 10 years, and the cows
may come back.
"The area is not suitable for grazing, its too high elevation," said
Matzke, public lands director for
California Trout.
Even so, three ranchers continue
co graze cattle in the area, including
one who appealed the cancellation of
the Budweiser permits. The Forest
Service has rejected that appeal.

One of chose ranchers grazes an
area called Monanche Meadows,
where cattle damage has severe[ly]
damaged streams and wetlands. "It's
turned into a mini-Sahara, with miles
of sandbanks where the river has
widened to 10 times its normal width,"
says Matzke. "In some years the river
goes dry."
The good news, he says, is that
Budweiser's former allotments are
recovering - albeit very slowly. "The
question is time," Matzke says.
"Without grazing, it's going to take SO
years. With grazing you're looking at
100 years."
One day the Budweiser bovines
could return. "They will over my dead
body," he says. "But with this administration, I wouldn't be surprised."
As for the golden trout, it's future
is still at risk. In 2000, Trout Unlimited
petitioned the Fish and Wildlife
Service to list it as an endangered
species. In June 2002, a federal judge
ordered the agency co cake action.
"Trout Unlimited is, as a rule, disinclined to I itigate, but we have
exhausted all ocher options and there
is a certain urgency to this situation,"
said Steve Trafton, Trout Unlimited's
California policy coordinator. "Golden
trout could very well face extinction if
they had co wait for the Fish and
Wildlife Service to get to our petition,
and the fact is we've lose nearly two
years already since we filed for listing.
Neither we nor the state fish can afford
co lose more time."
•
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The Big Dry·

The Spotted owl of the desert
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information in to better decisions. The
agencies are notorious for ignoring
their own data. The courts have ruled
that the Clean Water Act's most potent
tool against pollution - the National
Pollution
Discharge
Elimination
System permit - doesn't apply to grazing. But other pares of the Clean Water
Act might be useful, particularly
Section 313, which requires federal
projects to comply with state water
quality standards.
Environmentalists
sometimes
lose, as they did in 2001 when a federal judge in Wyoming allowed the number of cows to increase in a tributary to
the Bear River that is badly degraded,
or in an Oregon case where they cried
to regulate cows as point sources.
"We are going co keep pushing
hard," says Lucas. "People are really
starting to wake up to ecological
impacts of grazing. They are so widespread, and they are so important in
the riparian areas that are so valuable
biologically. What you are seeing is
more and more smart people using
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whatever cools they can co put pressure on the livestock industry and land
management agencies. I just don't
think that's going to change."
Western Watersheds' Marvel says
his strongest case has not been filed
yet. It will involve the sage grouse,
which he calls the "spotted owl of the
desert." A petition to list sage grouse
throughout the West is pending before
the Fish and Wildlife Service. Marvel
predicts lawsuits will force the listing
if the agency rejects it. More lawsuits
will force the government to protect
sage grouse after it is listed.
"Ranching in the West is effectively over on lands that are or have
been habitat for sage grouse," he says.
"There is no way in my opinion co
manage these lands and protect sage
grouse habitat," he says.
Even without litigation, the ranching industry in the West may continue to
decline from ocher powerful forces. Even
if the West's cattle leave the public's
land, ranchers will still have access to
vast expanses of private ranchland.
About 70 percent of the western range is
privately owned, including much of the
prime, riverfront property. And even if

western cattle ranching disappeared
tomorrow, America's appetite for beef
would still continue to be met. Only 3
percent of the nation's beef is grown in
the West. Widespread damage to the
West's rivers and public lands, the irreversible loss of native species, and spiraling taxpayer subsidies add up to. an
extreme price to pay for such a relatively
thin slice of meat.
•

Paul Koierstein is editor of Cascadia Times.
He is a co-author of The Clean WaterAct:
An Owner's Manual.

